











































































































Bohr model of an atom
neutrons
protonsHI
electrons t

www.nowmorbeeliofeveaeweagteopnas errbnititnwahpEb'eabise
cloudtheymay exist in

C mass number number ofprotons neutrons

He2 atomic number numberofprotons

2 protons 2 neutrons 2 electrons

zofq2t 20 2 18 electrons

Isotope14C C
4 4 Differing of neutrons but same protons

Every element has multipleisotopes
p gations pp A.h.ioOmore

protonsthan electrons moreElectrons than protonspositivecharge largerthan cations they occupy
a lot largerportion of empty
space

Periodic Table Trends
e

A electron a ionization size n electro

Hanten's.io enwss trmd negahigns

V
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Group

t
period

transition metals

9

s

earth Lanthanides Halogenasalkali metals
metalsfeatentigh

Wionization
nergyreactive actinides

S block elements Ze max If

P block elements have valence electrons in the p orbi

I 8 f Max 6 electrons

D block transition metals 10 electrons Max

more unpaired e in D subshell harder metal
F block Lanthanides 14e max

smaller atoms nuclei hold e tighter
more t chargepollsC I
ch.amrgereinaeIFIEengan.ve

higherionizationenergy














































































































IT bonds are formed by overlap of atomic orbitals
Large atoms don't overlap well so IT bonds aren't formed

Poer orbital Rap
prf effective 4 atom size Tshielding

HydrogenAtom

If zero shielding

Thispullis weakerthan
expectedbecauseinner e s
shieldthevalence e

Qeamntemummechanies
7 n principle quantum number shell

Energy Levels Is
25
Zp3s
3p4S
3d
4p
Ss
4d
Sp
Los
i

2 l angular moment quantum number

0 5

Igp
orbital

3 me magnetic quantum number

4 Ms electron spin quantum number It














































































































Electronconfiguration
ex Anions move forward 7 box perelectron

It cations move back 7 box per electron

Energy Levels photon Emission
Add energy to make e jump to a higher energylevel The e absorbs energy to jump This is
temporary until it falls back to the ground state Whenit falls back to ground state it emits a photon light

Fff
5 emitted photon

0
P the

3 E E ofphotonEphoton h frequency

gavelength pTanksconstant
If thephoton that strikes C XV 6.626 10 34 m2kgthe electron has a lower genergy than E3 Er then it thpeedoflightwill not be absorbed

3.0 108M s

or Cphoton h E Ez Er

RadioactiveDelaytYzLifetatom
changes chemical composition overtime

ddecay_ Loss of 1 He nucleus
BBdecay Neutron proton ejection of an electron
Electronca pture proton neutron capture an electron

positronemmision proton neutron expulsion of an electron
Gammaeemmission Does not change of nucleons radiation from

mass decayof nuclei
particle 4zftecharge

B Particle fee no mass E charge
Positron pet absence of electron
8Particle TX highfrequencyhigh energy
















































































































T Bdecayin decay we ejectanelectron byaneutronconverted to a proton

t

Positron emission expulsion ofan electron
j emission Energy

Neutrons t t

proton positron t

centered
1 Anti bonding orbitals are higher in energy than bonding
orbitals

2 Bonding orbitals e in phase
attractive

3 anti bondingorbitals e out ofphase 8repulsive 8
Ironic Bonds Covalent Bonds
weaker bonds between stronger bonds where
ions ions are shared No net

dipole CNa CI

Properties
Electrolytes compounds that dissociate in water

strong acids strong basesIonic Character Difference in electronegativityFrancium Fluoride would have
the most ionic character

Condosityif concentration of NaCl to conduct
electricity exactly as well as the solution














































































































Stable compounds Nz have high boyd energyunstable compounds ATP have low bondenergy
Bond Dissociation Energy Bond Energy
Heaton amount of energy released when amolecule is combused with Oz

AEnergydStability4 heat otcomb baf.EEherzmcheat
When a bond is formed energy is releasedWhen a bond is broken energy is required yunstable stable NhNIpe0

Hi tWI w ME

The more unstable a bond thegreater heat of combustion
CoordinateCovalent Bondmurmur ummm urn

when electrons shared were all donatedby one atom
O'T H OH
lonepair EFBittal

N a NH4

Empericalrs.NO ewlarFormv
Themost reduced Tells how many ofform of the molecular each atom is in a
formula compound

mass massofanelement 100
total mass of compound














































































































Deriving a Formula from percent
1 Change mass g 15 15g
2 Convert grams of each element into moles dividebymolarma3 Look element with lowest of moles Getto all whole Is

You can only get Emperical Formulafrom mass You need compound MW
to find molecular formula

if you have a MW divide that by
the emperical formula MW to get awhole and multiply by that

EX
23.3 Mg 23.3gMg 124.3 95 1

30.7 S 30.7gMg 132 95 1

46.0 0 46gmg 16 2.875 3

Mgs03

Inorganic Nomenclature

Ionic compounds name cation first then anion
Transition metals In words add the oxidation state

in roman numerals iron sulfate
Monoatomic ions add ide chloride _Cl 7

Hydroxide OH Bicarbonate Hz cos
Nitrate NOz ammonium NHat
Nitrite NO Sulfate 5042
Chlorate CIOz Phosphate Dogs
Chlorite C105 Manganite MnOOH

Hypochlorate CIO Permanganate Mn04

per chlorite Cl04 Cyanide CN

carbonate It cos Nitride Nz














































































































textReactions

Combination Rxns 2 or more reactants combine
to form a single product4 Ozu Coz

Decomposition Ruins A single compound breaksdown into two or more elements or new
compounds

CaCoz Cao Coz
Single Displacement An element reacts with
a compound and takes the place of another
element in the compound
Mg Cus04 Cut Mgs04

Double Displacement Two compounds reactand the cations and anions switch places
Agnos NaCl Aga NaN03

Balancing a Reactionmuumuus
1 Balance carbons

2 Balance hydrogens
3 Balance oxygens
4 Balance other elements

5 Use fractions if necessary 7OH EOz 7 It
6Multiply everything by denominator of fraction
7 Double Check Every Reaction
Rxnsforcombvstionofmethane.pro sahe p opa
I CHy t 2oz coz 2h20
2CzHoot 502 3coz 41120
3 2CzHoo0 t 9oz 6coz t8h20














Mole stoichiometry
Atomicweight mass of 7 mole of any atommolecular weight mass of 7 molecule Amu
molar mass mass of a mole of molecules 91mA
Mote a unit ofweight 6.022 C23

Molar conversionsunm murn

moles grams Img
15grams H2O I mo l H2O 833 moles H2O

w
moles molecules
6moles.CC z EZ3 3.61 1023 molecules Cack

I mot ca Uz

TaimitingReagent1 Balance equation2 Convertgrams to moles3 Compare moles to moles required to run 1 reaction4 The reactant you run out of first is the Limiting
reagent RespirationReaction

CeeHaz06 602 6 Coat 6h20 t energy
Theoretical Yield How much product we should

produce based on calculations
Actual Yield How much product was producedin an experiment
Percent Yield The discrepancy between redicted

and actual values I
Actualyielde too error
Theoreticalyield

percent Error theoreticalActuat
Theoretical Yield



Molesofoxygenneededttpredict the species that requires the most
oxygen to combustI e which needs the most oxygen to

completely burn up and be goneADD 1 for every carbon
SUBTRACT 5 for every oxygenThe higher the number the more Oz is needed

for total combustion
CX i 3 carbons

t
propane CzHoo ygn Requires most Ozto combust

d
propanol CzHoo0 3 5 2.5

propanoic Cz11602 3 1 2
acid areaiAh

Equilibrium ftp.EhMeaA.I

the Law of mass Action

keg Cprod I coefficient in balanced equation
reactants Y

constant when Equilibriumreactants create products
in same amount products createreactants
Q products If Q K then products are smallerthan products so you need moreorogrffs reactants products according to Le Chattiersreaction
K CP s If Q K then products are larger

reactants Y than reactants
Equilibrium
f Q K is equilibrium
Howfastareaction
reaches equilibrium K changes with temperature25 C k will be constant



IfCatalyst1T Rate of reaction constantK

TTemperature New k value

I Eneryof Activation P Rate to equilibrium constant K value
stabilized transition state PRate of reaction constant K

T Reactants or products L Rate toequilibrium constant K
1 Theonlything that changes k

yearEEEEEee.fiEEEEhaEa.EEEEtEeezuEEE IFEEEEE.ci
xeeEgaxEEef

Systems at equilibrium that experiencechangewill shift to reestablish equilibrium
Adding more reactants or product does not change kegonly temperature will change keg
HOWTEMPURATURESHIFTS A REACTIONmum unmmunn ummm w ummm

For exothermic reactions 4temperature shifts reaction to
fItI fiBEoI3oheat the left CdKeg
For endothermic reactions Ptemperatureshifts reaction to the

right CTkeg

E t ta f sIn
1kcal IT

This reaction isgivingoff this reaction is taking inheat meaning it isgetting heat so there is more
colder and the heat andaddingheatequilibriumcan'tstayhigh causes equilibrium to
so the keg decreases increase Akeg

L R
Reactant Product

9 Products Reaction shifts left
9Reactants Reaction shifts right
tfProducts Reaction shifts right
Reactants Reaction shifts left
4Pressure Reaction shifts to side with fewer moles of gas PknRtPressure Reaction shifts to side with more moles of gas



inum

The energy of motion in a chemical reaction 1e Energy
required to activate a reaction and it determines the reaction rate

Thermodynamics The gibbs CatalystsDecrease thefreeenergy G activation energy AndNothingthrate decrease the kinetics

Collisions cause reactions
1There is enough energy in the collision to overcome
the energy of activation2 Reactants must be in correct spacial organization

Rate change units Yeodoannity Ms

RateLaws
hmmmm

1Write a rate law
2 Determine rate law from experimental values
3 Predict experimentfrom rate law

Assumptions
Rxnsproceed forwardConsiderfirst few rxn seconds
Highconcentration of reactant catalysts

Exponents order of reactionum



Calculating the order of each reactant
1 Find trial where reactant Changed but other parametersdidn't
2 Note factor by which reactant concentration changed
3 Factor the rate that changed the same across two trials
4 Solve for Y 2 z

X factor that reactant changed
2 factor that rate changedY order of reactant

overall order of reaction sum of exponents
aA t b B Product

Rate order graphs
0 order CAT vs time is linear and slope K
1st order In CA Vs time is linear and slope K

2nd order VS time is linear and slope K

on

Reteoricer
gangsters



order Rate KCA
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pp
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